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Academic Highlitghts
Marconi Industry 4.0 Innovation Training Lab!
Guglielmo Marconi University launched a cycle of thematic lessons on Industry 4.0. It highlights the connections between
national educational strategy and governmental tools promoted in each GMU faculty. The University core aim is to innovate
and to integrate the current course studies in order to provide students with transversal
competencies required by Industry 4.0. In this way, the University will build up a
more qualified workforce able to compete successfully in national and international
environments.
Bearing in mind this strategic vision, GMU professors presented the new cycle of
thematic lessons on February 3, 2017. During the event, they introduced two core
themes: “Marconi Industry 4.0 – Innovation Training Lab learning pathway and Industry
4.0: Sinergy between Universities and companies”. At the end of the event, speakers,
audience and businessmen took part in a fruitful Round Table focused on the “Evolution
of companies in the Industry 4.0 scenario: from smart student to smart worker”. The
discussion was vivid and mutually enriching.
For further information please send an email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

GMU hosted a Prestigious Executive
Breakfast focused on “International
Promotion of Italian National System:
strategies and tools”

On January 27, Guglielmo Marconi University
hosted another successful Executive Breakfast. The
participants of this prestigious meeting discussed the
strategies and tools for the international promotion
of the Italian National System. The meeting was
coordinated by Mr. Alessandro Pica, Managing
Director of the Italian Journalistic Agency. Important
speakers coming from Public and Private sectors
spoke to a wide audience; among them Mr. Vincenzo
De Luca, General Manager at Directorate General for
Cultural and Economic Promotion and Innovation
at Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation; Mr. Michele Mascolo, Head of European
Affairs of Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, and Mr. Michael
Ron, Managing Director and Head of International
Business SACE.
For further information please send an email to
i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

GMU strengthens academic Internationalization
and transnational cooperation with Higher
Education Institutions in Moscow and Dubai!

Guglielmo Marconi University signed a cooperation
agreement with the ECVDO Agency - Unified center for
Distance learning (Moscow) in order to enhance the quality
of Higher Education Offer and to enlarge its international
audience.
Moreover, GMU representatives met the managing director
of Westford College School of Management (Dubai), a
consolidated partner of Guglielmo Marconi University, for
the delivery of a joined Master in Business Administration
(MBA). During the meeting, the parties identified next
strategic goals in order to strengthen the ongoing
cooperation and to ensure mutual benefits.
For further information please please send an email to
i.reggiani@unimarconi.it
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GMU Professor as speaker at the eminent Conference hosted by the Italian Court of Appeal focused
on Truth and Science in Law and in the Penal Trial

Some of the most important Universities, the National Forensic Association and other important Law actors organized a
conference on Truth and Science in Law and in the Penal Trial. It took place at the main hall of the Court of Appeal in Rome on
February 16, 2017. Maria Beatrice Magro, Associated Professor for Criminal Law at the Guglielmo Marconi University, joined the
event and contributed to the debate with a speech on Neurosciences and Imputability.

World challenges for Higher Education (HE) and the impact for HE flow from Trump travel ban

The changing landscape of higher education, as well as the new challenges for higher education and accreditation are the core
themes of an interesting article published on University World News. It summarizes the important outcomes of the international
conferences on Higher Education held recently in Washington D.C. Professionals in quality assurance and accreditation
examined how they could adjust or transform traditional practices and policies, while preserving core academic values. The
Brexit and Donald Trump’s unexpected election in the United States are identified as two high-profile examples of how business
as usual turns into disruption.
For MORE information, please visit the official website of University World News
http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story=20170204061426756
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Spotlight on Research
SAMEWORLD European project has now available Edu-kit, blended course and video campaign
The European project S.A.M.E. WORLD Sustainability Awareness Mobilization Environment in the global
education for EYD 2015 is aimed to raise students and teachers awareness on the interdependence
between Europe and developing countries. It is particularly focused on Environmental Justice and on the
mobilization in favor of the sustainable way of living and of decent life for everybody. Guglielmo Marconi
University and its partners developed an excellent free educational kit (http://edu-kit.sameworld.eu/),
available in 10 languages. It includes more than 60 activities informing the students about migration, climate change and much
more.
Moreover, a superb blended course on
Environmental Justice for teachers and educators
is now available in 10 countries and languages.
Finally, the partners are proud to announce that
#sameworld video campaign has started with the
story of the Green Voices, a group of women who
counter the climate change with simple actions.
For further information, please visit the official
website http://sameworld.eu/en/
Interested audience can join the campaign and share the video available in 11 languages visiting the link
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL32V7-Mc_0CZpK_DOSgXEqeX6pOHjh4z8

FINAC Steering Committee meeting and 1st Newsletter now available!

The first meeting of the FINAC Steering Committee was held in Belgrade, Serbia, on November 25, 2016. It was dedicated
to the elaboration of the project work plan and budget and to the activities to be held in the first half of 2017. The Steering
Committee discussed about content-related work on the project, capacity building, expert network development and research
to be conducted in the upcoming period. Moreover, in order to spread effectively the information on the project activities and the
meeting outcomes, the first newsletter was published.
For further information, please visit the official website http://finac.org.rs/site/index
To download the 1st newsletter and/or subscribe to receive the next ones link to http://finac.org.rs/subscriber/signup
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Kick off meeting of BRIGHTS project to boost Global Citizenship Education
Guglielmo Marconi University took part in the kickoff meeting of BRIGHTS Boosting Global Citizenship
Education using digital storytelling, held in Brussels
on January 19 and 20, 2017. Its aim is to promote
the Global Citizenship Education (GCE) in formal and
non-formal Educational contexts with the support of
digital storytelling techniques. The two-year project,
coordinated by TELECENTRE-EUROPE ASIBL, is
funded under the Erasmus+ Programme - Key Action
3: Support for policy reform Social inclusion through
education, training and youth. During the meeting, all
partner organizations introduced their institutions and
core missions, discussed and scheduled their future activities such as the work package on Best Practices and Training Need
Analysis and the next Training Kit & Adaptation or GCE Online Community.
For further information, please send an email to f.funghi@unimarconi.it

eQTel meeting in Jordan to discuss about next activities and final conference
A preparatory meeting for the project’s final dissemination conference was
held at Princess Sumaya University for Technology in Jordan on January
8, 2017. The participants drafted the initial plan of the conference program
to disseminate effectively project outcomes and to improve the quality of
technology-Enhanced Learning at Jordanian Universities, which will be held
at the PSUT campus on May 8 and 9, 2017.
For further information, please visit the official website
http://eqtel.psut.edu.jo/Home.aspx

Glance at the Future
The Joint Call for Proposal on BIOTECHNOLOGY FOR A SUSTAINABLE BIOECONOMY is now open!
The first international call in the field of biotechnology within the framework of the ERANET-Cofund on Biotechnology (ERA CoBioTech) is now open. ERA CoBioTech builds on
the successful work of three predecessor ERA-NETs under Framework Programme 7
(FP7): ERA-IB-2, ERASynBio and ERASysAPP.
The main purpose of the call is to foster the passage of the global economy from the
dependence on fossil raw materials to the sustainable bio-based economy. Joint projects must have a minimum of three and
a maximum of six participants applying for funding from a minimum of three different ERA CoBioTech partner countries. The
participation of one or more industrial partners in the consortium is strongly recommended. The call consists of two stages:
1) Pre-proposals have to be submitted until March 2, 2017 (13:00 CET),
2) The deadline for submission of full proposals is July 20, 2017 (13:00 CEST)
For further information, please visit https://www.submission-cobiotech.eu/call1
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COST – European Cooperation in Science and Technology – new OPEN call
Proposals for COST Actions will contribute to the scientific, technological, economic,
cultural or societal knowledge advancement and the development of Europe. Multi- and
interdisciplinary proposals are encouraged.
COST (CO-operation in Science and Technology) is a pan-European intergovernmental
framework2 dedicated to European-based S&T networking activities. It allows the participants to jointly develop their ideas and
new initiatives across all scientific disciplines through trans-European coordination of nationally or otherwise funded research
activities.
COST has been contributing since its creation in 1971 to closing the gap between science, policy makers and society throughout
Europe and beyond.
COST Mission is notably to enable breakthrough scientific developments leading to new concepts, services and products and
thereby contributing to strengthening European research and innovation capacities.
In order to achieve its mission, COST provides support for activities such as:
the development of European-based scientific and technological networks in any scientific or interdisciplinary domain;
the exploitation of the research outcomes by integrating all stakeholders, thereby intensifying the links between the
scientific communities, the enterprises, the policy makers and the society;
the dissemination of results of such research activities in order to improve their scientific, social and economic impact;
the provision for collaboration opportunities to all researchers in order to employ all talented and creative human resources
available in Europe, overcoming the bottlenecks linked to geographic location, age or gender;
the facilitation of the international collaboration of the European research networks, thereby increasing their efficiency,
effectiveness and impact at global level;
the appropriate further developments for the European Cooperation in Science and Technology in the context of the
European Research Area based on European and global developments.
Participants will also need to include the updated technical annex, which should not exceed 15 pages. Results will be
communicated in April 2018.
For further information, please visit http://www.cost.eu/participate/open_call

Second call for Modular projects within INTERREG MED is now open!
European Territorial Cooperation (ETC), better known as Interreg, is one of the two goals
of the EU Cohesion Policy. It provides a framework for the implementation of joint actions
and policy exchanges between national, regional and local actors from different Member
States. The overarching objective of European Territorial Cooperation (ETC) is to promote a
harmonious economic, social and territorial development of the Union as a whole.
The second call for Modular project proposals is open since January 30, 2017 12:00 (Paris
Time). It will close on March 31, 2017 at 12:00 (Paris time). Only three types of modular
projects are allowed. Each proposal is to be submitted to a single specific objective. The
call is open either for Single-module projects (M2 testing and M3 capitalizing) and for Integrated projects (M1 studying + M2
testing + M3 capitalizing).
Here the reference of objectives.
Specific objectives

Types of projects

Specific objective 1.1
Specific objective 2.3
Specific objective 3.1
Specific objective 3.2

Testing projects (M2) Capitalising projects (M3) Integrated projects (M1) + (M2)+ (M3)
Integrated projects (M1) + (M2)+ (M3)
Capitalising projects (M3) Integrated projects (M1) + (M2)+ (M3)
Testing projects (M2) Capitalising projects (M3) Integrated projects (M1) + (M2)+ (M3)

For further information, please visit http://interreg-med.eu/en/open-calls/

GMU Magazine has been released with the contribution of all
academic staff and partners around the world, if you wish to
contribute higlighting any important news in accordance with the
line of the release, please do not haesitate to contact us sending an
email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

